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Abstract
High speed dynamic loadings such as small engine fragments, bird strike, tyre impact or ice debris are a concern for many aeronautical structures, as they can create severe damages raising safety issues. A strategy to develop dedicated mechanisms for energy absorption of high speed dynamic impact debris at sub-component level is therefore proposed by means of several reinforced foam-woven composite structures. Among the tests for evaluating the mechanical performances, dynamic crushing tests were performed on a slice of such reinforced composite structures to evaluate their energy absorption. Using simultaneously load signal and fast camera imaging, the tests were analyzed to provide important informations such as damage mechanisms and displacement-load-energy absorption values. At the end, quantitative criterions are presented in order to distinguish the designs that have a good potential for absorbing shock energy and for getting a better understanding for designing reinforced composite structures.
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1. Introduction
Over the past decades, aircrafts performances have been hugely improved thanks to the replacement of metal parts by composite structures. In the same time it has considerably transformed the job of designers and manufacturers. Starting from non primary parts in the structures, composites have progressively been involved in more and more important zones, including some zones crucial for the safety, such as rotor blades, wing parts or vertical tail plane. Development of new processes and new designs of composites structures opens a wide
range of possibilities for decreasing fuel consumption thus increasing aircraft performances but in the same time it raises many questions regarding the safety criteria required by certification.

The focus here is put on the energy absorption capabilities of composite structures during impact [1]. Over the past decades, composite capabilities in energy absorption have been the focus of a lot of work [2, 3]. Inertial characteristics and mechanical performances of composite materials, coupled to new reinforcement techniques such as stitching or pinning raises an infinite space for designing lightweight shock absorbers in a new way and with unreachable capabilities for composite absorbers. Modeling such complex structures as shock absorbers is still a challenging task [4, 5], especially when discrete reinforcement techniques are involved. Consequently experimental evaluations remain hugely necessary for one to better know the dissipation mechanisms activated as well as to quantify the performances of such new proposed designs.

Composite have already been used as proper energy absorbers; Alghami [6] classified them according to their shapes. Inspired by energy absorption capabilities of metal tubes [7], a huge work has been conducted about energy absorption capabilities of composite tubular structures submitted to axial compression [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and showed the importance of a stable crushing behaviour. Lots of studies deal with quasi-static loading of tubular structures. In [15], various types of reinforced foam core sandwich - namely simple and double corrugated, dimpled, web perpendicular and diagonal to the facings, use of tubes parallel to the facings - are used as reinforced walls of hollow rectangular tubes that are tested in edgewise compression. The authors employ the term “tied-core” to designate the use of additional core reinforcement. For metal tubular structures, foam filling is known to enhance the energy absorption performances. In [16] quasi-static axial compression of foam-filled conical metal structures are studied. In [17] foam-filled aluminium alloy tubes are tested in static and dynamic bending. This question was also addressed for composite tubular structures and again an improvement of energy absorption was found. In [18], the influence of inner and outer wall thickness and that of inner foam filling are investigated on sandwich composite bitubular structures. In [19], square hollow composite structures filled with foam are studied and several modes of failure were observed. In [20] foam-filled natural fibers composite tubes are shown to have a better crashworthiness than empty tubes. Quasi-static crushing of composite plies has also been addressed in [21]. However, the dynamic effects are likely to change the response of tubular structures. Consequently the dynamic response of composite tubes has also received a reasonable interest. Square hollow tubes are compared in static and dynamic crushing in [11, 22]. In [23], empty 2.5D-braided composite tubes were tested in low velocity axial crushing and different crushing modes were observed depending on the composite materials. In [24], composite tubes were subjected to dynamic loadings up to explosive impulse.

Another possible mode for absorbing energy is the flattening process (i.e. side compression) of “ring-like” systems [25, 26]. In this area, more and more papers also address the influence of foam filling on the flattening process. [27] studied the quasi-static flattening of foam-filled composite tubes and investigated the influence of several parameters such as the dimensions, number of layers, foam filling and foam density. In [28] the authors studied the
quasi-static side compression of hexagonal and octagonal CFRP ring systems either empty or filled.

A lot of studies concern quasi-static global compression of sandwich panels with various types of cores. In [29], quasi-static global compression tests are carried out on egg-box composite sandwiches including weave fabrics. In [30], three-point-bending tests and global compression tests are performed on corrugated core sandwich structures. In [31] double layer sandwich panels involving truss core are tested. In [32] an aluminum alloy pyramidal lattice core filled with polyurethane foam is tested. Again some studies show that dynamic effects may have important influence on the results [33, 34]. Consequently, some papers also deal with low velocity penetration tests of sandwich panels. The apparatus is generally a drop tower and the indentor used is generally an hemispherical steel head whose velocity generally stays below 10 m/s. In [31], the impact energy is in the range $[5\, J - 25\, J]$. In [32] the range $[20\, J - 60\, J]$ was investigated. In [35] the authors tested foam core sandwich reinforced by stitches in the range $[1\, J - 70\, J]$. In [36], foam reinforced by composite tubes is tested at several strain rates. In [37] a foldcore sandwich made from a woven fabric prepreg is tested in $[5\, J - 60\, J]$. The authors also tested the specimen at high velocities up to 132 m/s using a gas gun.

Behaviour of foam stabilised composites structures under dynamic impact have also raised a significant interest due to their use in aeronautics. In [38] foam-skin debonding was found to start the initiation of damage under drop weight tests. In [39], composite structures similar to helicopter blade sections were impacted by a steel ball shot at a velocity up to 140 m/s using a gas gun. The author identified the following damage scenario: damage of the front edge, skin-foam delamination, damage of the roving, penetration. Influence of discrete reinforcements of the foam core have raised the interest of several researchers. In [40], foam reinforced with various density of carbon or glass rods is tested in global compression.

In our paper, we report results of dynamic crushing tests performed on several designs of composite structures that may be involved in several parts of aircrafts such as rotor blades, wing parts, fuselages, … Under compressive loading, the structures will develop mechanisms of high interest for absorbing the kinetic energy or reconstitute the energy stored during impact loadings. All the specimens were designed with the idea to keep exactly the same external shape as illustrated in Figure 1, the same medium density foam and comparable external fabrics. However the designs involve various reinforcement techniques such as adding inner composite walls and adding discrete elements such as stitched and sewn elements. All the designs were manufactured by Airbus following Airbus standards or Airbus specification.

Using a drop-weight tower with a flat cylindrical indentor of mass 4 kg at a speed of about 6.5 m/s, the various specimens were evaluated under crushing in normal direction to their leading edge (at 0° from the symmetry plane). Fast camera imaging is used to explain precisely the chronology of the damage mechanisms involved for each design crushing, in relation with the corresponding load/displacement plot. Finally quantitative normalized results are presented that aim at providing a clear view of the capabilities of the proposed designs concerning their energy absorption. To this end, several criteria are used, such as specific energy absorption, crushing load efficiency, reserve of crushing. The discussion that follows help to select the promising designs and allows drawing some guidelines for designing
shock absorbers.

Figure 1: (left): dimensions of the external shape for all specimens, and (right): sample used for crushing tests.

2. Experimental set-up

Dynamic crushing tests were performed using a drop weight tower with a flat indentor of mass 4 kg at a velocity of 6.5 m/s. Eventually a very slight deviation (less than 2%) in the impact velocity was observed due to the apparatus. For each design, three tests were performed. Based on the good correlation between these tests, the variation in the impact velocity was considered small enough to not affect the results of the tests. During the tests the following devices were used:

- a load sensor was used for recording the crushing load between the indentor and the specimen. The sensor used was a SCAIME model K100 (50 kN) and the sampling frequency used was 20,000 Hz (sampling time of 2E-6 s);

- a fast camera was used for recording pictures in order to report the chronology of the damage mechanisms appearing in the samples during the crushing. The camera used was a FASTCAM-APX RS model 250K with recording rate set at a frequency of 20,000 Hz, obturation frequency set at 50,000 Hz, and resolution at 512x256 pixels. The scene was lighted by two spots.

The post-treatment of the tests involves several stages. First of all, fast camera pictures are analyzed manually to get a precise description of the scenario of damage that the samples undergo during the test. A DIC software already used in [41] tracks the location of the indentor on each picture. As an output, we get the displacement of the indentor versus time, which can be coupled with the load signal to draw the load/displacement plot of each test. From the displacements, velocities are computed and absorbed energy is obtained as the area under the load/displacement curve.
3. Results of crushing tests

In this section, we describe the scenario of damage that each design undergoes, based on the fast camera pictures. This allows us to understand the strengths or the weaknesses of each of the specimens. The description of the damage mechanisms is correlated to the load/displacement plots to understand the shape of each plot. The load/displacement plots are normalized with respect to the reference design.

3.1. Crushing of the reference design

Design D1 is the reference one, see Fig. 2. It is composed of a foam block wrapped in a woven composite. The foam used is polymethacrylimide foam (density 75 kg/m³, elastic modulus 105 MPa, shear modulus 42 MPa, compressive strength 1.7 MPa, tensile strength 2.2 MPa, shear strength 1.4 MPa). The composite consists of three layers of a 2D-braiding composed of aramid 12K fibers (area weight 176 g/m², tensile strength 2.92 GPa, tensile modulus 109 GPa) injected with HexFlow RTM6 resin (density 1110 kg/m³, tensile modulus 2.89 GPa, tensile strength 75 MPa, flexural modulus 3.3 GPa, flexural strength 132 MPa) and oriented at ±45°. Note that the same materials are used for all the designs presented.

Figure 2: Reference design D1

![Reference design D1](image)

Figure 3: Fast camera analysis of D1 crushing test.
Some pictures from the camera are given in Fig. 3 and the corresponding load-displacement plot and energy-displacement plot are given in Fig. 4. Analysis of the fast camera pictures reveals the following damage scenario. For a better understanding the main events that are marked by capital letters in the text description are also located in Fig. 3 and in the curves shown in Fig. 4.

(a) Soon after the contact, a crack appears in the left front part of the foam (A), under the woven composite. This crack is inclined at about 17° from the symmetry plane in the front end and then follows a 32° direction at approximately 5 mm under the fabric. Soon, a similar crack appears in the right part (B), mainly oriented at -32° from the symmetry plane, at approximately 3.5 mm from the fabric.

(b) Cracks propagate towards the rear face of the specimen and reach the interface with the fabrics at (C) and (D). The propagation of the cracks continues in the form of debondings between the foam and the fabrics. In the same time, crushing of the front foam can be noticed. Direct observations of the post mortem samples showed that what is here referred to as debonding designates in fact the breakage of the first cell of the foam under the resin.

(c) Debondings propagate simultaneously towards the rear face while fabrics are bending and the front foam is crushed by the indentor. The left debonding is stopped by the flange at (E) and the right debonding is stopped at (F).

(d) Foam crushing goes on. Fabric bending results in a complete folding of the composite on both sides. A small localized crack appears in the right rear corner of the foam (G). At (H) the crushed foam shows a triangular form that creates a longitudinal crack. At (I) a transverse crack appears at about 10 mm from the rear face due to the compression of the foam, followed by similar transverse one (J) at about 20 mm from the rear.

(e) The indentor starts its rebound (K). The foam is almost totally crushed (the indentation is 59.6 mm): the crushing reserve - defined by the ratio between the damage height of the specimen to its total height - is very small, but the energy dissipation is quite important (94%).

As the fabric quickly bends, the connexion to the foam is deteriorated. The main role of the composite skin is in participating to the initial stiffness together with the foam and to keep the specimen integrity. Consequently the reference specimen involves one main dissipation mechanism based on the crushing of the foam. The outer fabric plays no specific role in the energy absorption.
3.2. Effect of using a second fabric

Starting from the same external shape, design D2 consists in using a second fabric inside the foam as illustrated in Fig. 5. To this aim, an inner foam block with similar shape and smaller dimensions is used. It is covered with three layers of semi-impregnated 3D-Interlock braiding in aramid 12K fibers ($\pm 45^\circ$, 1 mm thick). This assembly is surrounded with foam which is composed of two bonded parts. The whole group is covered with the three layers of 3D-Interlock braiding of aramid 12K fibers and is then injected.
Pictures of the crushing tests shown in Fig. 6 and the corresponding curves given in Fig. 7 illustrate the following scenario:

(a) After the contact with the indentor, two cracks quickly appear in the outer foam (A).

(b) Cracks propagate as to create a debond at the outer foam/fabric interface (B). As the indentor advances, these cracks open up and the front outer foam is almost completely crushed (C). Up to this stage, the inner foam is mostly spared and the inner wall has almost not moved.

(c) At (D) a crack appears in the inner foam close to the right edge and will soon result into debonding. Almost at the same time debonding takes place between the inner foam and the inner fabric in the opposite edge. As outer debondings are stopped by the flanges (E) inner debondings propagate and all the fabrics bend to help the indentor advance.

(d) Internal and external fabric are bending resulting in the crushing of the internal foam and eventually closing the outer debondings. Inner debondings are stopped at about 25 mm of the rear face (F).

(e) At (G) a transverse crack is noticed at about 10 mm of the rear face, due to the collapse of the foam by compression. The foam crushed by the indentor takes a triangular shape. Both internal and external fabrics are totally folded. At (H) one can notice another transverse crack at about 40 mm of the rear. The indentor starts its rebound at (I). The sample is highly crushed (indentation is 50.1 mm) although energy absorption is quite low (84%).

From this analysis and from the curves of Fig. 7, we can conclude that the inner fabric in design D2 does not bring any significant improvement to design D1. Cracks quickly allow the fabrics to bend outside, with only a slight increase of 29% in the crushing load. The second fabric mainly affects the initial stiffness by delaying the “softening” of the slope; this results in a slightly lower indentation length (15 mm less). The only dissipation mechanism is the continuous crushing of the inner foam that is applied on a projected area that is
smaller than for reference design D1. This explains that the absorption ratio is lower than for D1 although the peak load is 29% higher.

![Load-displacement plot](image1)

**Figure 7:** (left): Load-displacement plot, and (right): energy-displacement plot for D2 design.

3.3. **Effect of using a transverse wall**

The idea of inserting a transverse wall is realized through the use of two blocks of foam covered with one layer of braiding. To achieve the same number of layers, the assembly is wrapped with two layers braiding before injection. The side voids are filled with an aramid dry tow injected with the same resin. The final design is illustrated in Fig. 8.

![Design D3](image2)

**Figure 8:** Design D3
Figure 9: Fast camera analysis of D3 crushing test.

Pictures shown in Fig. 9 and curves from Fig. 10 illustrates the following events:

(a) A crack appears in the front bumper close to the right fabric (A). Soon the crack reaches the foam/fabric interface (B) and opens as the lower skin starts to bend outside to help the indentor with the crushing of the foam. At (C) a second crack appears in the left part of the front bumper that has already reached the interface with the fabric.

(b) The resulting debonding propagates in the front bumper while both fabrics bend outside and the front foam is crushed. Debonding is stopped at (D).

(c) The rear edges start to collapse (E). The right skin of the front bumper breaks by folding (F) as foam crushing goes on in the front bumper. A small crack appears in one of the rear edge (G) of the sample when it is crushed against the flange. The left fabric also breaks in bending (H).

(d) At (I), a debonding appears in the other rear edge. Both rear edges are crushed in a square shape against flanges. The indentor starts its rebound (J). Damage of the foam in the rear bumper is almost non-existent (indentation is only 41.8 mm) associated with an important energy absorption (94%).

The pictures in Fig. 9 and the curves in Fig. 10 show that the presence of the inner wall has two positive effects: firstly it avoids the global bending of the fabric, what delays the softening of the initial stiffness resulting in a higher crushing load; secondly it avoids the rear foam being crushed prematurely. This leaves an important part of the design mostly undamaged.
3.4. Effect of reinforcing the front bumper in design D3

Design D3R is similar to the D3 design in which the front bumper is reinforced by manual continuous sewing, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The front foam block was pre-drilled (diameter 1.5 mm) along several holes. The sewing used doubled tow of carbon 6K for each hole with an increment of 7.5° between the direction of each hole. The pitch between two planes for sewing is 6 mm. The whole ensemble is injected with resin.
Figure 12: Fast camera analysis of D3R crushing test.

As illustrated in Fig. 12 and in the corresponding load-displacement plot and the energy-displacement plot given in Fig. 13, the following mechanisms occur:

(a) Just after the contact, the very rear part of the foam is settled because the reinforcements in the front bumper bring additional stiffness. Then one inclined crack appears in the front bumper (A), initiated from the foam leading edge. Soon it follows the direction of the side reinforcement. Immediately a symmetric crack appears (B) in the front bumper. Both cracks are slightly open but no debonding with the fabric is noticed: reinforcements link the foam and the fabric together.

(b) Settling of the rear foam goes on, specially in the corners (debonding at (C)), while the front bumper looks stiff. The inner wall bends due to the forces exerted by the reinforcements. The central reinforcement seems to break at (D) (the breakage is not clearly visible on the picture, but a sudden release of the inner wall is noticed). A very small foam/fabric debonding is noticed in the front bumper at (E), but stays very localized due to the reinforcements keeping everything together. Crushing is then favored since the sample keeps its structure. The left skin folds against the indentor at (F). In the front bumper, cracks have generated several “parts” of foam; two of them start to bend and breaks at (G).

(c) A small crack appears in the left rear part of the front bumper (H). Another crack appears in the front bumper, the beginning of which follows the direction of one reinforcement. At (I), the inner fabric of the front bumper folds in its middle without debonding from the outer fabric. A small debonding between the outer braid and the inner braid is noticed at (J). One of the side reinforcements buckles (K) and quickly breaks (L).

(d) The outer fabric of the front bumper folds (M).

(e) The indentor starts its return at (N). As for D3, the rear foam is mostly spared (indentation is 41.0 mm) and the energy absorption is slightly less than for D3.
From the analysis of pictures in Fig. 12 and from the curves given in Fig. 13, one can draw the following conclusion: compared to D3, the two major effects of reinforcements in D3R is in the initial stiffness and in the resulting peak load. The dissipation mechanism involves foam crushing and breakage of the reinforcements, but the latter does not present a substantial improvement compared to D3.

![Graphs showing load-displacement and energy-displacement plots for D3R design.](image)

Figure 13: (left): Load-displacement plot, and (right): energy-displacement plot for D3R design.

3.5. Effect of using a longitudinal wall

![Design D4](image)

Figure 14: Design D4

Instead of using discontinuous reinforcement to improve the initial stiffness, Design D4 is made of two oblong foam blocks covered with one layer of braiding of carbon 12K fibers, see Fig. 14. The shape is completed by a front block and the rear void is filled with an aramid dry tow. To ensure that the front edge includes three layers of composite as in other designs, a core cap fabric is used to cover the front foam. The assembly is surrounded by an external braiding and is injected with resin.
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 illustrate the following scenario:

(a) In the front bumper, a crack appears in the right part of the foam (A) just before that a foam/fabric debonding takes place in the left part (B). As the indentor advances, the front foam crushes and the fabrics bend outside, opening both the debonding and the crack. The crack reaches the edge between the outer fabric and the right carbon bumper (C).

(b) Similarly the left debonding reaches the edge between the outer fabric and the left bumper and continues in a debonding between the outer fabric and the carbon composite of the left bumper. Debondings propagate and are soon stopped at the interface with the oblong bumpers (D). The fabrics are then put into bending.

(c) The indentor advances while the right fabric exhibits folding consecutive to bending. Whereas the rear bumper foam is mostly undamaged, the front foam is totally pulverized and starts pushing on the rear bumpers (E).

(d) An important crack appears in a rear left bumper (F). It propagates to the rear in an inclined direction and opens to help the indentor compression. A local crack takes place in the front of the right rear bumper close to the central wall (G). The left crack allows the bending of the left foam which results in a small transverse crack (H) that immediately reaches the foam/fabric interface.
(e) Another crack appears in the front of the right bumper (I) that continues in debonding. Another important crack appears in the left bumper (J) due to the difference between the part of the foam put into bending and the one put into compression. Debonding between the left foam and the central wall takes place (K), propagates and opens up. At (L) a transverse crack appears in the right foam due to bending. Simultaneously the right debonding propagates, reaches the right flange (M) and stops.

(f) At (N) two other cracks appear due to bending of the left foam. Suddenly a crack appears (O) by buckling of the mean wall. Debonding in the mean plane is immediately closed as the later crack is opened. When the indenter rebounds (P), the sample is almost totally crushed and bent against the flanges. The foam left undamaged is very small (the indentation is 53.1 mm).

In this case the design does not work properly. Although the inner fabrics avoid a global buckling of the full fabric, they do not bring any sensible additional stiffness or dissipation. Instead, the main effect of the rear bumpers is to “split” the foam into two parts, what helps them in buckling. As a consequence, the crushing of the foam is deteriorated and partly replaced by bending and crushing against the flanges.

![Graphs](image-url)

Figure 16: (left): Load-displacement plots and (right): energy-displacement plot for D4 design.

3.6. Effect of reinforcing design D4

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 17: Design D4R
Starting from the idea of strengthening oblong bumpers from design D4, **Design D4R** oblong chambers and their carbon fabrics are reinforced by stitching, see Fig. 17. Stitches were made of carbon 6K fibers oriented at ±60° from the symmetry plane (that is +60° in a given plane and −60° in the next plane, the pitch between two planes is 6 mm). The distance between two stitches in a given plane is 6 mm. Note that each oblong chamber and its carbon fabric coverage was separately stitched before being assembled. To ensure that the front edge includes three layers of composite as in other designs, a core cap fabric has been put on the top of the front foam. The assembly is surrounded by an external braiding and is injected with resin.

![Figure 18: Fast camera analysis of D4R crushing test.](image)

Pictures from the camera shown in Fig. 18 in relation with curves in Fig. 19 illustrates the following events:

(a) Two cracks appears under the fabrics in the front bumper (A). As the indentor advances, the front foam is crushed and the cracks reach the interface but the corresponding debondings are soon stopped at the joint with rear bumpers (B).

(b) Very soon, bending of the fabrics is very important because it remains local. The right fabric breaks (C) just before the left one shows an important damage close to the joint with the rear part (D). The front foam is almost completely crushed. Deformation and damage in the two rear bumpers are very low.

(c) Deformations now appear in the rear bumpers, mainly behind the indentor. Debonding takes place in the left rear bumper (E) but is quickly stopped by the buckling of the left fabric (F). A second buckling appears in the right fabric (G). A localized crack appears in the front part of the left bumper (H) quickly followed by a transverse crack in the right one (I) that creates debonding.

(d) Debondings propagate only very moderately. The crushing of the foam is in accordance with the orientation of the stitches, and only in the vicinity of the indentor. When the indentor returns at (J), the two rear bumpers are very lowly damaged, mainly behind
the indentor. The crushing reserve is important (indentation 32.3 mm) but the energy absorption is a little bit lower than for other design (84 %).

The influence of the stitches is very important. As for D4, the presence of the rear bumpers stops the global bending of the fabric. However in addition, stitches keep the shape of the structure together and avoids the apparition of long cracks or debondings leading to catastrophic buckling for D4. The initial stiffness is approximately maintained during all the crushing. The increase in the crushing load is very significant and a large part of the design remains completely undamaged.

Figure 19: (left): Load-displacement plots and (right): energy-displacement plot for D4R design.

4. Comparisons and discussion

In this section, we try to quantify the performances of the designs tested based on several criteria defined as follows:

- the **peak load** is the maximum load during the test:
  \[
  F_{\text{peak}} = \max(F) \tag{1}
  \]

- the **average load** is the average load taken on the post-linear part of the plot, and excluding the rebound of the indentor:
  \[
  F_{\text{aver}} = \frac{1}{t_2 - t_1} \int_{t_1}^{t_2} F(t)dt \tag{2}
  \]

- the **load efficiency** is defined as the ratio between the average load and the peak load. It quantifies how efficient the crushing mode is. Indeed a load efficiency of 1 would mean a constant load during the crushing stage, consequently the absorbed energy would be maximum for a given maximum load:
  \[
  \kappa = \frac{F_{\text{aver}}}{F_{\text{peak}}} \tag{3}
  \]
• the **usable concept left** \( \bar{L} \) is defined as the length of the sample that is almost undamaged after the test. By “usable concept” we mean to indicate the part of the foam which is not condensed and which exhibits no visible cracks. The idea is to evaluate the part of the concept that would be left in case that another impact takes place, or in case the first impact is more energetic;

• the **crushing reserve ratio** designate the ratio of the usable concept left to the total length of the design; it gives the same information as the usable concept left but in term of percentage:

\[
CRR = \frac{\bar{L}}{L_{\text{specimen}}} \tag{4}
\]

• the **specific energy absorption** is defined as the ratio of the energy absorbed during the test to the mass of the sample:

\[
SEA = \frac{E_{\text{abs}}}{m_{\text{specimen}}} \tag{5}
\]

• the **effective absorption ratio** is the ratio of the absorbed energy to the initial energy:

\[
\eta = \frac{E_{\text{abs}}}{E_0} \tag{6}
\]

The first three criteria are defined based on the load signal; the usable concept left and consequently the crushing reserve are defined manually based on the fast camera analysis; the energetic criteria require the evaluation of the initial and final energy. The initial energy is derived as the initial kinetic energy of the indentor. The absorbed energy corresponds to the area under the load-displacement curve. The results are summarized in Table 1. Note that the values are normalized with respect to the reference design.

Note that in case of catastrophic crushing events for design D4, the concept is deteriorated in such a way that the sample works in a wrong manner very prematurely (after marks G-H in Fig. 16). Indeed the stiffness of the design suddenly drops down due to large cracks appearing in the foam, and consequently after the catastrophic crushing occurs, the energy is dissipated in a wrong and rather chaotic manner, what falsifies the interpretation of the area under the load-displacement plot. For that reason the values for design D4 were taken at the time when the catastrophic crushing occurred (at mark H in Fig. 16). The reason for this is to avoid erroneous interpretation of the potential of design D4 compared to other designs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D3R</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D4R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophic crushing ?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak load (normalized)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average load (normalized)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load efficiency [%]</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable concept left [m]</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushing reserve ratio [%]</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific energy absorption (normalized)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective absorption ratio [%]</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Crushing test results.

It is no surprise that the lowest peak load is for the reference design D1 that is not reinforced. Nevertheless this design exhibits the best load efficiency, which means the less peaks and drops in the load, and by far the D1 design has the best specific energy absorption due to its very low mass. However the crushing reserve is very small. This means that this design would probably not be sufficient in case of a more energetical impact.

Design D2 presents a low peak load and a low average load since the two braidings bend very quickly and do not participate to the initial stiffness of the sample. The principal mechanism that dissipates energy is the foam crushing, which needs to damage an important part of the sample (low crushing reserve). For these crushing tests, the reinforcement in D2 has no sensible effect in improving the performances of the reference design. Besides, it must be noticed that the mass of the inner braiding is important and compromises the specific energy absorption.

Design D3 shows important peak load and average load. This is due to the presence of the inner wall that blocks the bending of the outer fabric and that stops foam/fabric debonding. The inner wall also holds the rear foam from crushing what explains that the crushing reserve is good. Additionally the specific absorption ratio is also very satisfactory compared to other reinforced designs.

Reinforcement of D3 by continuous sewing leads to design D3R whose results are very close to those of D3. Peak load and average load are just slightly better and the crushing reserve is the same. Additional weight brought by reinforcements moderately decreases the specific absorption ratio. For the considered crushing tests, design D3R does not appear as a sensitive improvement of D3. However, it must be reminded that reinforcements have perfectly worked and they should be of more interest for other type of loadings.

Design D4 is the only one that exhibits a catastrophic crushing event. The large longitudinal crack that appears in the rear bumper put the foam into bending. Consequently the foam breaks in bending instead of being crushed continuously. Most of the energy is then dissipated against the flanges since the design does not absorb correctly. This is the reason for the very low crushing reserve and the very low absorption ratio.

However, by reinforcing design D4 with stitches, we get the design D4R which shows very promising performances. The peak load is by far the most important one, but also the average load is very high compared to the other designs. The important peak load is the
reason for the low load efficiency but in this case it can not be interpreted as a disadvantage of the design. What is even more promising is the very important crushing reserve of 62%. The explanation is that energy is continuously dissipated by foam crushing coupled with breakage of the stitches. Reinforcements have led to a very efficient design regarding the stiffness, the dissipation mechanisms involved, and the consumption of the design. This design presents good results for all the criteria, except the effective absorption ratio due to the weight of stitches.

The previous analysis shows that improvements of the simple reference design D1 require to take some specific decision in term of design. It looks necessary to retain or to delay the global bending of the outer fabric in order to improve the crushing force, but also to avoid long cracks in the foam that lead to early catastrophic deterioration of the design. This can be done either by an additional wall that holds the fabric, or by discrete reinforcements such as stitches or sewing. Such reinforcements can be of high interest in terms of energy dissipation and concept consumption, as shown by design D4R. However any type of reinforcements obviously decreases the specific energy ratio. Fig. 20 illustrate the performances of the designs. Choosing to reinforce or not requires referring to precise specifications. Especially Fig. 20-right tends to show that the choice is a question of compromise between the crushing reserve and the specific energy absorption, figured by the dotted line. However following the idea of reinforcing the reference design D1, it would be very interesting to study the influence of the size/number/material of such reinforcements in order to optimize the designs. Such optimization could drastically improve the specific energy absorption of the reinforced designs without decreasing the crushing reserve, what would result in ideal shock absorbers.

![Figure 20](image-url)
5. Conclusion

Crushing tests using a drop weight tower were performed on several composite structures involving various type of reinforcement mechanisms. These tests were analyzed based on the load signal and fast camera pictures taken during the crushing.

First of all this has led to a very precise understanding of the damage scenarios involved for each design. This gives important clues concerning the decisions that need to be taken in term of design: avoid global bending of the outer fabric, avoid catastrophic global event that loads the design in a wrong manner, add specific reinforcements to help the dissipation and keep a good reserve of crushing. Complementary to picture analysis, quantitative criteria have been derived that helps to summarize the differences between the designs.

By comparisons to the reference design D1, design D4R looks the most interesting. D3 and perhaps D3R also show promising performances. However all reinforced designs bring an additional weight, as well as manufacturing complexities. Weight optimization can nevertheless be considered in the selection of the constitutive materials. The decision must be taken considering all these parameters plus the global cost of each design. However, further studies would be interesting in order to optimize the proposed reinforcement designs.

Finally one must note that crushing tests challenge the samples in a global way. Similar study must also be performed for different types of loadings. In a complementary paper, we will report the results of tests performed on the same designs impacted by a canon ball at 100 m/s, what challenges the samples in a local way with a different energy and different velocity. The question of modeling the behavior of such structures is also a challenging one that is in progress.
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